
Why stage data?
To perform system tests, reproduce production errors, 

demonstrate new OutSystems applications and train end-

users, you need application data in each environment of your 

deployment pipeline. Unfortunately, the ‘right’ data is often 

missing in non-production environments. Therefore, testers 

and users often need to enter all data manually over and over 

again. How can you solve this problem once and for all, while 

improving the productivity of rapid application development? 

Our solution: The new and improved Cool Data Mover 
We have developed a unique product to stage application 

data, our new version has lots of nifty extras. The Cool Data 

Mover allows you to easily automate the export and import of 

data between environments. •

The advantages are:  
• Tightly integrated with the OutSystems meta model
• Move data between all OutSystems supported
 databases
• Supports Cloud and on-premise
• Easily define application datasets to stage
• Single click export, delete and import of data
• Fully GDPR compliant

COOLPROFS | Rapid. Development. Partner

CoolProfs is a leading consultancy company focused on the 

development of customized information systems. Our approach 

is fully geared towards the business and spans across the entire 

lifecycle of information systems. We are an OutSystems Elite 

Partner and probably have the most OutSystems experience in 

the Benelux region. We train our people to the highest level in 

both OutSystems and Agile/Scrum. 

We develop, analyze, transfer knowledge, make life easier for 

our customers and partners and above all, we are innovative. 

And we love doing this! We currently employ 3 OutSystems 

MVPs, more than 55 certified developers and  

years of experience building innovative 

applications for leading companies in Europe. •  

COOLPROFS | RAPID. DEVELOPMENT. PARTNER.

COOL DATA MOVER  | Lifetime for data

   Rapid. Development. Partner 

CoolProfs works for innovative organizations such as Rijk Zwaan, Rainforest Alliance, Kramp, TNO, 
Randstad, ABN AMRO, Samskip and DB Schenker. And we have a lot of fun doing so. We help our customers 
develop, analyze their IT infrastructure, use and transfer our knowledge about OutSystems, make the life 
of our customers and partners easier and above all, we are innovative. And we love doing this!
 www.CoolProfs.com, info@CoolProfs.com, +31(0)71-3311623

http://www.CoolProfs.com
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• You provide the data, we provide the migration 
expertise

• Includes unlimited use of the Cool Data Mover for 
the migration

• No recurring subscription costs
• Includes on-site support from our migration 

specialists

CoolProfs offers a unique service in which we take care of all 

your one-time-only data migration needs. Are you moving your 

OutSystems platform from the Cloud to an on-premise 

environment or vice-versa? Do you want to populate a new 

environment with existing production data or are you changing 

your database technology and wondering how to get the data 

across?

The CoolProfs data migration service enables you to leverage 

the full power of the Cool Data Mover combined with the 

migration knowledge of our experienced consultants. In a 

joined effort we will work closely together to map out your 

migration needs, define the Cool Data Mover Packages and 

perform the actual migration. We will safely and securely move 

your data across any OutSystems environment. • 

COOLPROFS SERVICES  |  Data Migration as a Service

COOL DATA MOVER  | Annual Subscription 

With an annual license you also benefit from:
• Free product updates, CoolProfs will make sure the 

Cool Data Mover keeps working with new  
OutSystems releases

• Amazing new features we develop for this product 
teaser: we’re currently developing a scheduling option

• Access to our experts on the services team for support
• Unlimited number of moves
• Move data between an unlimited number of 

environments within your OutSystems license
 

Pedro Cardoso, Head Digital Delivery @ OutSystems: “We have been using the 
Cool Data Mover extensively for 6 months now to move production data, like 
the Forge and Community forums to our development environments. This gives 
our developers the unique opportunity to debug and test on real production 
data. All data is anonymized by the Cool Data Mover in compliance with GDPR.  
I am the #1 fan”

The annual subscription of the Cool Data Mover opens up a 

large number of benefits to your development and business 

teams. The possibilities are endless: you can provide your 

development teams with production-like data on a regular 

basis. This improves the quality of testing and the development 

of new requirements. You will be able to update your 

acceptance environment every time you near the acceptance 

phase, which will give your product owners access to an 

environment with the latest production-like data. Do you have 

a training environment? Then you will be able to reload the 

training data with the press of a button.

All the data handled by the Cool Data Mover can be anonymized 

to make sure you are fully GDPR compliant.

But these are only a few examples, there are no limitations. 

You can use data migrations for 

all scenarios you can think of. •  


